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CAMPUS CLICK

Hi Collegiates,

This is "Climb the Hill" your master of
first mystery contest. With an idea sterling
Chest, a similar approach was initiated, but
jingle of wit. It’will be called. "Who's the

ceremonies with the Center's
from the area's Community
our's is an "unchargable"
Campus Click?"

If you have any ideas who "Campus Click" might be, write your
choice and your name on a piece of paper and slip it into the "Collegian
box" a Seal your entry, if only by a torn fold and mark the outside
"Campus Click Contest" o

Winners will be announced at the end of the contest, which will
be at a date to be announced later.. Here is the first clue:

Some just say nineteen,
But some may say eighteen,
Not a prize, but a fee
That both could it be.

JUST AROUND TEE CORNER

What? A serai-formal? Boy, just what I’ve been waiting for - and
it's free? Well, "by jeepers" then I'll be there,

~,and where and what time did you say it was going to be held?
In Genetti's on Laurel Street at 8:00 PH? Boy, that's a swanky place#
I've always dreamed of dancing on the Pennsylvania Room hardwood ...

and you say that Art Wendel is providing the breeze? That's fine - our
own local lad with a neat combo’. And oh, did I hear you say that I don't
have to buy a corsage? Extra-super, now I'll be able to eat tomorrow.
By the way, Pal, what was that date again? I'm so excited, I'm, I'm,
I'm just all excited, Oh, yea, Friday, November 19 - YOU, "jumping
jililcers" that's next week already. Thanks for the scoop Pal. I’m
going to ask that nice, smiling girl that I saw in the cafeteria at aeon
right now! I'll see you at the dance l

SO.. •

November 19 has been set
As the Fall Semi-yes, you bet.
Don’t forget this important date,
Ask your girl now - before it's too late.

SORORITY MEWS

Thursday, even though Ur. Lockwood and a few brave souls
for the scheduled meeting, it was cancelled because of theshewed up

bad weather.

Mr, Lockwood will not be able to speak anymore this semester because
of a busy schedule, but he promised to reserve a date for us next


